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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Orthodontic treatment planning (OTP) is primarily depended on clinical experiences of orthodontists at
present, while equivocal OTP would increase the possibility of treatment failure.
OBJECTIVE: The objective was to investigate a methodology for quantitatively evaluating OTP, using theoretical analyses,
orthodontic forces measurement (OFM) and finite element method (FEM).
METHODS: An OTP was theoretically designed based on a clinical case and forces on incisors in OTP were measured on a
specialized platform. Further, FEM simulations were performed on the designed OTP and control group. At last, an 18-month
tracking was carried out to observe treatment effects of the designed OTP.
RESULTS: The moving tendencies of incisors were in keeping with ideal treatment from the designed OTP through FEM; the
maximal hydrostatic stress and logarithmic strain in periodontal ligament (PDL) decreased by 26.81% and 32.60% compared
to the control group. Clinical feedback indicated that a controllable correction of incisors was realized after 18 months, which
was in accord with the FEM result and root/bone resorption by reason of stress/strain reduction on PDL did not occur.
CONCLUSIONS: Biomechanical responses of periodontium can be quantitatively estimated using OTM and FEM. This study
provided an alternative technological mean for the predictability and optimization of clinical OTP.

Keywords: Biomechanics, orthodontic treatment planning (OTP), orthodontic forces measurement (OFM), finite element
method (FEM)

1. Introduction

Central incisor with lingual or labial obliquity can frequently be found in the clinic, and it was usu-
ally accompanied with root deviation [1]. Malposed root often brought unsubstantial bone plate on one
side of the alveolar bone. Impertinent treatment has a high risk of root absorption, bone rupture or
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even tooth exfoliation in the worst case scenario [2,3]. On the other hand, orthodontic treatment is al-
most irreversible, so it is hard to repair failed cases. Therefore, the OTP for vulnerable cases should be
conscientiously designed based on their clinical symptoms and multi-evaluation are necessary before
treatment implementation.

Currently, OTP is primarily depended on the clinical experiences and subjective judgments of or-
thodontists, numerous orthodontic plans had not been specially investigated [4]. While equivocal treat-
ment would increase the possibility of failure. On the other hand, orthodontic treatment is a lengthy
process, the immediate effect is hard to be observed in a short time [5]. As a result, the judgments of
OTP are challenging to implement in clinic. Hence, a regular return visit was extensively adopted in
clinic to ensure treatment effects [6,7], but this will extend treatment period, and the willingness and
enthusiasms of patients would likely to reduce at the same time, which will complicate the efforts to
realize an ideal orthodontic treatment.

In order to evaluate the biomechanical responses of OTP quantitatively, forces measurement on teeth
is required, as well as stress/strain distributions in the periodontium. OFM is tough to apply in mouth di-
rectly, so dental models such as plaster models, wax models or resin models were used firstly at present.
Moreover, this method was widely used by many international academics [8–10]. In order to investigate
orthodontic forces aroused by the fixed orthodontic appliances, a customized measuring platform was
designed by Margherita using a 3-dimensional (3D) printed mouth model [11], the platform could be
used to train clinicians to exert lower loads and thus avoided irreversible damages. Similarly, Liu con-
structed a forces measurement system on a 3D light-cured resin model to measure the forces delivered
by invisaligners [12].

FEM had been introduced to the field of orthodontics as a powerful research tool for solving various
structural and biomechanical problems for a long time [13,14]. It is a noninvasive technique that mea-
sures the actual amount of stresses experienced at any point on the periodontium, and the displacements
of the tooth can be visualized graphically. Besides, the study could repeat as many times as the operator
wishes [15]. Barone analyzed the rotational movements of a maxillary incisor and canine through the
finite element, and the simulated results helped a dental technician to predict how an orthodontic appli-
ance affected tooth movements [16]. Cai investigated the displacements of canine and stresses on the
canine PDL during translation, inclination and rotation with transparent tooth corrective treatment by
FEM [17].

Obviously, Both OFM and FEM are effective methods to evaluate the treatment effects of OTP. Em-
ploying the biomechanical research techniques of OFM and FEM, a clinical case was studied. Based
on the clinical symptoms, an OTP was firstly designed using theoretical analysis with the assistance
of an orthodontist. Then OFM was performed on simulated dental models through a specialized plat-
form. Contrastive simulations were performed on maxilla FEM models with the measured forces and
moments. At last, in order to observe treatment effects of the designed OTP, long-term clinical feedback
of 18 months was collected in clinic.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Case reports

The clinical case is a 35-year-old woman, as shown in Fig. 1, the primary symptoms are central
incisors obliquity-crowns incline to the lingual side and roots trend to labial side, but a weak bone
plate on labial side complicates the conditions to achieve a routine treatment. For more messages about
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Fig. 1. Clinical symptoms of patient.

Fig. 2. Relationships between tooth movements and orthodontic force systems.

alveolar bone and roots, a group of CT images was obtained by a spiral CT machine (Toshiba/Aquilion
ONE, Florida, US) with parameters as follow: 120 KV, 150 mA.s, pixel size 0.342 mm, 0.5 mm slice
thickness, 0.5 mm slice interval and entirely 505 images were acquired. Visibly, malposed roots aroused
weak alveolar bone, and the thickness of bone plate on labial side is about 0.45 mm. Brittle alveolar bone
entangles the treatment and OTP should be rigorously designed and evaluated before clinical treatment.

2.2. OTP design

The relationships between tooth movements and orthodontic forces are shown in Fig. 2 [18], where
F and M are the force and moment on the bracket, Cres and Crot are the centers of resistance and
rotation, D is the distance between Cres and bracket. We can know that different force systems will
cause different moving effects. Based on the clinical symptoms, the ideal movements of incisors are
controllable rotations, which will compel crowns moving to the labial side and roots moving toward
the lingual side. Hence, an OTP was designed with the help of orthodontist, an assistant special device,
which is perfectly fit the upper palate of patient, was added on lingual side except for standardized
archwire. As shown in Fig. 3, the backend of the device is attached to maxillary first molars depended
on the ferrules, on the ferrules, conduits were designed to assemble archwire. In the front of the device,
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Fig. 3. Designed OTP.

Fig. 4. 3D OFM platform.

a plastic plate was added to improve comfort level of the patient, and a couple of hooks were designed
to restrain the movements of incisor roots in the labial direction. The distance from the crown edge to
the hook on lingual side is 8.2 mm, and distance from the crown edge to bracket center on the labial side
is 3.9 mm.

2.3. OFM platform

A 3D OFM platform was constructed to measure the forces and moments on incisors, as shown in
Fig. 4. Measurements were performed on the dental resin model, which was manufactured by the 3D
printer (Connex350 Object, Rehovot, Israel) according to patient oral cavity [19], as shown in Fig. 5,
the incisors are separated from other parts on the dental model, and their initial positions are maintained
by six dowels from top to bottom. In addition, attached poles were designed on the top of crowns used
to connect transducers. A standard sequence archwire (SE-D-14-U, Smart technology co. Ltd, Beijing,
China) with a diameter of 0.014 feet was assembled on the dental model assisted by self-ligating brackets
(31027, Zhejiang Protect Medical Equipment Co., Ltd, Hangzhou, China), as well as the assistant device.
The archwire was made from a conventional nickel-titanium alloy, the form is in keeping with ideal
arches, and it is typically used in the first phase of orthodontic treatment. The transducers used in the
platform are six-dimensional Nano17 F/T (ATI Industrial Automation, North Carolina, USA), which can
record forces and moments on incisors in three directions.
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Fig. 5. Simulated dental model, (a) digital model; (b) physical model assembled with brackets and archwire.

Fig. 6. FEM models in simulation.

The measure steps including: (1) fix dental model on the platform after assembled with orthodontic
appliances; (2) adjust transducers location so that the terminal of transducers are connected with incisors,
then maintain transducers with magnetic bases; (3) open OFM software and start to record data after
resetting, the sampling frequency is 1000 Hz; (4) cut off the dowels to make sure the incisors are not
contacted with other objects except for appliances and transducers; (5) after all dowels were cut off, stop
recording after 20 s. When all dowels on incisors were removed, the forces and moments produced by
appliance deformation will pass to transducers through the poles on incisors top, and then the forces and
moments on incisors can be measured.

2.4. FEM models

Based on the CT images, 3D triangle mesh models which include teeth, PDL, cortical bone and can-
cellous bone were first constructed using Mimics 10.0 (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium). Then the
models were edited using Geomagic Studio 12.0 (3D System, Rock Hill, USA) to obtain FEM models.
At last, FEM simulations were performed on Abaqus 6.12 (Dassault Simulia, Boston, USA). In order
to reduce calculation amount, FEM models were appropriately simplified, and only incisors and four
adjacent teeth were taken into account, as displayed in Fig. 6. In addition, PDL was considered to have
a uniform thickness of 0.25 mm [20]. Models were divided into multiple 10-node tetrahedral elements,
and each element was assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and composed of a linearly elastic material
with a uniform young’s modulus. The material parameters are listed in Table 1 [21]. The forces and mo-
ments are exerted on the bracket centers (the brackets are omitted in the models), and the top of alveolar
bone is fixed completely.
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Table 1
Material parameters

Parts Elasticity modulus (Mpa) Poisson’s ratio
Incisors 20000 0.3
PDL 0.68 0.49
Cancellous bone 1370 0.38
Cortical bone 13700 0.26

Fig. 7. Schematic of measurement unit.

2.5. Clinical verification

In order to verify FEM results and observe the validity of the designed OTP, a long-term of case track-
ing was carried out. The clinical case is from Zhejiang Provincial People’s Hospital, and data collection
is implementing by orthodontist Zhang. Besides, a traditional return visit is still adopted in this study to
ensure the security of patient. The clinical recording wiil last 18 months, and CT scan will perform after
18 months.

3. Results

3.1. OFM results

Local coordinate systems were constructed on incisors for the conveniences of subsequent analysis and
calculations. The center of the bracket was considered as the origin and the mesiodistal, faciolingual and
inciso-occluso/apical axes of incisor corresponded to x, y and z-axes respectively, the local coordinate
systems conform to the right-hand rule.

In OFM, the total time was 140 s and sample points were 140000, of which 120 s–140 s recorded
the forces and moments after the dowels were removed completely. However, the measured data were
not the forces on incisors, they were the forces of transducers center. In order to obtain the forces and
moments on incisors, requisite transformations were performed. The relationships between forces on
transducers center and forces on crowns were displayed in Fig. 7 and Eq. (1), where F and T were the
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Table 2
Forces and moments on incisors

Orthodontic force (N) F11x F11y F11z F21x F21y F21z

0.0000 0.0021 −0.0043 0.6024 −0.8050 −1.2048
Orthodontic moment (N.mm) T11x T11y T11z T21x T21y T21z

−0.0854 0.0519 0.0016 30.8711 −26.526 4.8586

Fig. 8. Moving tendency of incisors, the red translucent model was incisor before loading and the nephogram model was incisor
after loading. (a) under designed OTP; (b) under common treatment.

forces and moments on incisors crown, F ′ and T ′ were the forces and moments on transducers center,
d was the vertical distance from transducer center to crown, the subscripts of x, y and z indicate x, y
and z-axes, respectively. After transformed, the forces and moments on incisors crown were listed in
Table 2.

Fx = F ′x, Tx = T ′x − Fy × dz − Fz × dy;

Fy = F ′y, Ty = T ′y − Fx × dz − Fz × dx; (1)

Fz = F ′z, Tz = T ′z − Fx × dy − Fy × dx;

3.2. FEM results

FEM simulations were performed in two groups with the loading from the measured forces and mo-
ments. One was to simulate the designed OTP; another was control group without the assistant device to
simulate clinical conventional treatment (only with standard archwire). In order to investigate incisors
moving tendencies, the displacements of incisors were separately displayed after amplified, as shown
in Fig. 8. In addition, PDL as a crucial role in regulating orthodontic treatment was also emphatically
investigated, as shown in Fig. 9. And in order to explore the possibility of bone rupture/absorption, the
Von Mises stress and displacement distributions of cortical bone were considered, as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9. Hydrostatic stress/logarithmic strain distributions of PDL, (a) stress under designed OTP, (b) strain under designed OTP,
(c) stress under common treatment, (d) strain under common treatment.

Fig. 10. Von Mises Stress and displacement distributions of cortical bone, (a) stress under designed OTP, (b) displacement under
designed OTP, (c) stress under common treatment, (d) displacement under common treatment.

3.3. Clinical feedback

The designed OTP was applied in clinic to investigate the effects of treatment, and relevant data was
carefully collected with the help of orthodontist zhang. As displayed in Fig. 11, the process of treatment
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Fig. 11. Clinical feedback, (a) before treatment, (b) after 9 months, (c) after 18 months, (d) CT image and (e) digital model
after 18 months of treatment.

Fig. 12. Contrastive graphics before and after 18 months of treatment.

was recorded by clinical photos to observe the variation of patient in appearance; at the same time,
CT images were also acquired to investigate the situation of root and alveolar bone after 18 months
of treatment. Based on the CT images, another triangle mesh model was constructed to observe the
distributions of incisors visually. Besides, a contrastive graphics before and after 18 months of treatment
was also plotted, as shown in Fig. 12.

4. Discussion

Based on the designed OTP, orthodontic forces and moments on incisors were accurately measured.
Further, FEM simulations were carried out in order to investigate the biomechanical responses of OTP.
In the simulations, the loadings were measured from experiments on the designed OTP, rather than a
constant force in lingual or labial direction. As a result, the simulation results had higher reliability
compared to other studies [22,23].

Some studies indicated that ceramic brackets usually presented higher friction values than conven-
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tional brackets [24], and self-ligating brackets presented lower friction than conventional ones [25],
also ligature method can influence the friction [26]. While in our OFM, orthodontic forces were only
measured with nickel titanium archwire and metallic self-ligating brackets, other types of archwire or
brackets were not taken into account, this is mainly because the pr-designed OTP was designed with
nickel titanium archwire and metallic self-ligating brackets, and the aim of OFM was to quantize or-
thodontic forces on incisors in this situation, and further to estimate its possible treatment effects, the
different friction values caused by different types of brackets or ligation method were not our major
concerns.

The OFM was performed on the dental model, which was made from resin by 3D printing. On the
other hand, while, the material properties of teeth, PDL and alveolar bone were considerably different,
and multi-material dental model will get a more accurate data. However, in this study, the measured
forces were initial orthodontic forces, which would produce when standard archwire was assembled on
disordered teeth and the variations of orthodontic forces along with teeth movements were not taken into
account. Hence, the simplified model was still applicative in the measurements. In future works, we will
try to investigate the design of multi-material dental model and dynamic measurement of orthodontic
forces.

In addition, OFM was only carried out on central incisors and forces on other teeth were not studied.
Actually, orthodontic forces should work on every tooth. But limited by the existing experimental fa-
cilities, only two teeth can be measured. From the measured values, the forces and moments on incisor
21 were larger than those of on incisor 11, which implies severer dislocation on incisor 21. The mag-
nitude of forces and moments were in good agreement with previous studies [27], and also closed to
frequently-used clinical orthodontic forces of 100 g and 150 g [28].

Because the objects of the investigation were incisors and only forces on incisors were measured, FEM
models were appropriately simplified in this study; only six teeth were taken into account. Orthodontic
forces on other teeth were not measured and considered in FEM models, which may had an impact
on simulation results. However, the spaces between each tooth were big, and the magnitude of forces
was small in general, the impact can be ignored. Also, the hypothesis was verified by subsequent FEM
results, the stress/strain on lateral incisors aroused by central incisor forces was very small. Besides,
FEM simulations were only performed on oral tissues, other models (such as brackets and archwire)
were not involved. Hence, the slides between brackets and archwire were not considered.

Moreover, the properties of teeth, bone and PDL involved in models were considered as linear ma-
terials in FEM. But bone and PDL were characterized as nonlinear, viscoelastic materials [29,30], and
material properties for each of the structures were essential parameters that may influence results [31].
However, Vollmer indicated that the types of tooth movements and the distributions of strains in the oral
tissues were not influenced by the assumed non-linearity of the material [32]. In addition, according to
our previous study, the nonlinear material can be approximately replaced by linear material if the defor-
mation was small. Hence, even the assumption may had a certain impact on specific values, but it did
not prevent to predict incisors moving tendencies.

As shown in Fig. 8, incisors moving tendencies were simulated through FEM in the designed OTP and
conventional treatment, respectively. The simulations were only static analysis, and the dynamic proce-
dure of incisors moving with orthodontic forces was not involved, but this did not affect the forecasts of
incisors movements in a short period. Simulation results indicated that the movements of incisors root
to labial-direction were effectively limited by the assistant device. The moving tendencies of incisors
were in good agreement with the ideal treatment under designed OTP, but not in the control group. In
the control group, crowns displacements toward labial-direction were so large that risk of bone rupture
was increased.
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In the physiological process of teeth movements, PDL plays a crucial role in regulating orthodontic
tooth movement [33]. A series of studies revealed that stress/strain of PDL was related to tissue necrosis
and hyalinization, PDL stress/strain must be in a suitable range, excessive pressure will start to induce
PDL occlusion and dysfunction [34,35], as well as bone resorption. Hence, the hydrostatic stress and
logarithmic strain of PDL were taken into account. As shown in Fig. 9, the maximal hydrostatic stress of
PDL occurred on the bottom of PDL 21, while the maximal strain of PDL was observed in the cervical
region of PDL 21. Compared to conventional treatment of 0.7082 MPa, the maximal stress of PDL was
decreased to 0.5183 MPa under designed OTP; the value was down by 26.81% although on the same
model. On the other hand, the maximal strain of PDL reduced from 32.52% (conventional treatment) to
21.92% (designed OTP) and the proportional reduction was 32.60%. Lower PDL stress/strain reduced
the probabilities of necrosis and hyalinization, as well as root resorption.

The Von Mises stress and displacement of cortical bone were shown in Fig. 10, the maximal Von
Mises stress of cortical bone decreased from 5.654 MPa (conventional treatment) to 2.329 MPa (de-
signed OTP), simultaneously the maximal displacement of cortical bone reduced from 2.181E-03 mm
(conventional treatment) to 1.796E-03 mm (designed OTP). Besides, the stress/displacement distribu-
tions of cortical bone was more uniform in the designed OTP, oversized stress concentration may cause
bone rupture/absorption during treatment and finally lead to the failure of treatment.

From the clinical feedback, as shown in Figs 11 and 12, incisor crowns inclined to lingual side step-
by-step and roots trended to labial side at the same time, the incisors were gradually rotated with the
development of treatment and the occlusal relationships between upper and lower jaws were consider-
ably improved after 18 months. The movements of incisors were in good agreement with FEM results;
the risk of bone rupture on the labial side was eliminated. In addition, because of the reduction of PDL
stress/strain in the designed OTP through FEM, a mass of root resorption did not occur, as well as alve-
olar bone resorption caused by overlarge Mises stress or displacement in cortical bone. FEM results
predicted treatment effects of OTP before it was adopted in clinic and then increased the dependability
of OTP. On the other hand, the feedbacks in clinic verified the validity of OTP and proved the value of
FEM.

5. Conclusions

A clinical patient with incisors obliquity was chosen as the object, and an OTP was theoretically
designed with the assistance of an orthodontist. Furthermore, orthodontic forces and moments on the
incisors were measured, and biomechanical responses of periodontium were investigated through FEM.
Finally, treatment effects were acquired after 18 months, the occlusal relationships between upper and
lower jaws were tremendously improved, just as FEM predicted.

The biomechanical investigation, based on OFM and FEM, predicted treatment effects of OTP and
clinical feedbacks varied the validity of FEM at the same time. A valuable method of orthodontic pre-
dicting and evaluating was mentioned, in future works, we will try to investigate the manufacture of
more accurate dental model and dynamic measurement of orthodontic forces to further promote the
development of biomechanics, this method will be more broadly applied in orthodontic treatment.
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